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A B S T R A C T   

Background: The COVID-19 pandemic has placed significant stressors on the medical community and on the 
general public. Part of this includes patients skipping well-child visits to reduce risk of exposure to SARS-CoV-2 
virus. Published estimates of the duration of whole-body aluminum (Al) toxicity from vaccines in infants from 
birth to six months indicate that CDC’s recommended vaccination schedule leads to unacceptably long periods of 
time in which infants are in aluminum toxicity (as measured by %AlumTox). 
Methods: We utilize these established clearance and accumulation models to calculate expected per-body-weight 
whole-body toxicity of aluminum from vaccines considering for children of all ages under CDC’s Catch-Up 
schedule from birth to ten years, assuming social distancing for 6 months. Our updated Pediatric Dose Limit 
(PDL) model assumes a linear improvement in renal function from birth to two years. 
Results: Our results indicate that due diligence in considering alternative spacing and use of non-aluminum 
containing vaccines when possible will reduce whole body toxicity and may reduce risk of morbidity associ-
ated with exposure to aluminum. 
Conclusions: While reduction or elimination of aluminum exposure from all sources is always a good idea, our 
results indicate that careful consideration of expected aluminum exposures during regular and Catch-Up 
vaccination is found to be especially important for infants and children below 2 years of age. We urge caution 
in the mass re-starting of vaccination under CDC’s Catch-Up schedule for children under 12 months and offer 
alternative strategies to minimize per-day/week/month exposure to aluminum hydroxide following the COVID- 
19 period of isolation.   

1. Introduction 

Social distancing practices due to the COVID-19 pandemic have 
reduced the rate of vaccination for other childhood illnesses because 
some parents are delaying “well child” visits, during which vaccinations 
are given [27]. As of the date of this study, estimates of the duration of 
social distancing range from two to eighteen months. The American 
Academy of Pediatrics recommends prioritization of vaccination of 
younger children but not older children during the current period of 
social distancing [1]. It is not clear if this is the most rational appro-
priation of access to vaccination services by pediatricians given (a) there 
are no data available on the effects of vaccination (for other pathogens) 
on SARS-CoV-2 infection severity in young children, (b) immunization 
against influenza in particular may exacerbate COVID-19 severity [2], 
(c) the effect of compounded dosing of aluminum (Al) adjuvants and 
other excipients in vaccines on suspected autoimmunity induced by 

SARS-CoV-2 infection via Pathogenic Priming leading to enhanced dis-
ease [3,4] is unknown. 

During vaccine development, safety data are collected for individual 
vaccines for brief periods of time during randomized clinical trials. Our 
understanding of long-term safety, however, relies on retrospective 
studies from vaccine adverse event systems such as the Vaccine Adverse 
Events Reporting System (VAERS; US Department of Health and Human 
Services, 2020) [28] and the Vaccine Safety Datalink (VSD; [5]). These 
resources have serious limitations, including that users of VAERS data 
must first acknowledge that the recorded data cannot be used to infer 
causal linkage between adverse events of any particular kind and any 
individual vaccine. 

In 2013, The National Academy of Sciences’ Institutes of Medicine 
called for a study examining the question: For children who receive the 
currently recommended immunization schedule, do short- or long-term 
health outcomes differ for those who receive fewer immunizations per 
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visit (e.g., when immunizations are spread out over multiple occasions), 
or for those who receive their immunizations at later ages but still within 
the recommended ranges (The [6]). To date, studies on the combined 
effects of receipt of multiple vaccines at one time are few. A study of the 
apparent effects of receipt of more than one vaccine by Miller [7] using 
VAERS data concluded that combining more than one vaccine per pe-
diatric office visit was unsafe, because nearly all of the morbidity and 
mortality reported in VAERS involved receipt of more than one vaccine 
in the visit before the onset of symptoms of the alleged vaccine injury. 

Aluminum toxicity is especially expected from exposures from vac-
cines in part due to the form of aluminum used as adjuvant (aluminum 
hydroxide). Past studies employ aluminum hydroxide to effect autoim-
mune conditions in animal models to test treatments for those conditions 
(examples include mouse models of atherosclerosis (Zhu et al.2014), 
Systemic Lupus Erythematosus (Kelly-Scumpia et al. [8], allergic rhinitis 
[9] and asthma [10]). 

Based on previous models of whole-body clearance of aluminum 
hydroxide from vaccines, Lyons-Weiler and Ricketson [11] published 
the first-ever estimate of pediatric dose limit (PDL) of aluminum hy-
droxide for the CDC vaccination schedule. They found repeated in-
stances of acute (whole-body) toxicity resulting from vaccine 
administration according to the schedule recommended by CDC Advi-
sory Committee on Immunization Practices (CDC/ACIP) but did not 
assess expected chronic toxicity. McFarland et al. [12] modeled accu-
mulation and clearance comparing three vaccine schedules, and found 
that it can be expected that children receiving the CDC recommended 
schedule will experience chronic aluminum toxicity (as measured by % 
AlumTox) during at least 70 % of their days up to the age of 7 months, 
and 1 of 4 (25 %) of days up to age 2 years. This result did not accom-
modate for the fact that at birth, infants have only 20 % glomerular 
filtration rate compared to two-year olds [13], and thus the results were 
considered conservative. 

Concern over aluminum exposure from any source is warranted 
given cumulative toxicity from cumulative exposures. Commercial and 
prescribed infant formulas, for example, inexplicably continue to 
contain aluminum [14]. 

Toxicity from aluminum from vaccines and other parenteral sources 
(breast milk, formula, or water) can be expected to be different because 
of the difference in absorption, distribution, elimination, and retention 
between ingestion and injection. It is commonly perceived that children 
receive more aluminum from oral sources than from vaccines; however, 
McFarland et al. [12] also found that infants up to six months are 
exposed internally to far more aluminum from vaccines (100 % ab-
sorption) than from oral exposure (about 0.3 % absorption), contra-
dicting the common misconception that the reverse is true once body 
weight and pass-through intestinal clearance of aluminum from paren-
teral sources are considered. 

The effects of CDC/ACIP’s Catch-Up vaccination schedule recom-
mendations [15] on acute and chronic aluminum whole-body toxicity 
are completely unstudied. To assess what might be expected under a 
delayed start to vaccination due to changing state policies and legisla-
tion, models of Lyons-Weiler and Ricketson [11] and McFarland et al. 
[12] were used and updated to study generic Catch-Up schedule-related 
aluminum acute and chronic whole-body aluminum toxicities, and 
compared them to three alternative schedules, optimized to reduce 
aluminum hydroxide exposure. 

2. Materials and method 

Given that the full background of the models and methods are 
described in Lyons-Weiler and Ricketson [11] and in McFarland et al. 
[12], we limit our description to an updated function reflecting the 
development of glomerular filtration rates. Full models of aluminum 
clearance are provided in Lyons-Weiler and Ricketson [11] and 
McFarland et al. [12]. 

The Pediatric Dose Limit (PDL) for aluminum exposure in vaccines is 

an estimate of the amount of aluminum that might be considered safe for 
injection given the FDA’s regulated 850 mcg limit for adults (detailed in 
Lyons-Weiler and Ricketson [11] and McFarland et al. [12]. An adjust-
ment for the immature glomerular filtration rate is modeled as a linear 
function of PDL, Given an infant’s body weight up to 730 days of life. 

PDL = Weight∗
14.2ug

Kg
∗Min(1, 1 − 0.8∗

730Days − Age(Days)
730Days

)

This formula applies due to the fact that at birth, infants only have 20 
% glomerular filtration efficiency [12]. The specific manner in which the 
CDC Catch-Up schedule and five specific scenarios (Use Cases) are 
modeled for this study are also detailed. 

The measure of whole-body aluminum toxicity, %AlumTox, is 
otherwise calculated as per McFarland et al. [12]. The summary pre-
sentation of %AlumTox is presented over the 730-day period. 

Some vaccines in the CDC Schedule and the CDC Catch-Up schedule 
come formulated in two options, with aluminum (ACVs), and without 
aluminum. The three schedules examined therefore were: Schedule A: 
the CDC 2019 Schedule, assuming all vaccines that may contain 
aluminum are selected; Schedule B: the CDC Catch-Up Schedule using 
ACVs, Schedule C: the CDC Catch-Up Schedule modified only by 
assuming the use of non-aluminum containing vaccines whenever 
possible, and Schedule D: an Alternative Catch-Up Schedule. In the 
Alternative Schedule, vaccines were given such that only one Al- 
containing vaccine was given at a time and HepB was not included (to 
minimize Al exposure when kidney function is the most limited). To 
determine the effects of late-start and hiatuses of vaccination on ex-
pected whole-body aluminum toxicity, as detailed below, some of the 
analyses in the present study assume late-onset vaccination start; others 
assume a six-month delay in vaccination due to a nationwide drop in 
vaccination rates associated with social distancing for six months 
duration. 

We explore these scenarios and schedules using five Use Case Sce-
narios meant to provide examples of real-life instances in which specific 
individuals’ aluminum uptake, clearance and toxicity can be easily 
modeled. Each of the five use cases are also compared to the baseline 
CDC recommended on-time schedule given without delay or hiatus. 
Other scenarios can be explored via modification of our Spreadsheet 
(Supplementary Material). 

The five use cases are as follows: 
Use Case #1 
A never-vaccinated 6-month old male who enters the CDC schedule 

at the age of six months. This situation may result during a custody 
situation in which parents disagree on the choice to vaccinate or not, and 
the court decides in favor of the parent who would opt for vaccination, 
and orders the CDC Catch-Up Schedule 

Use Case #2 
A never-vaccinated 18-month old male who enters the CDC schedule 

at the age of 18 months. Like Use Case 1, this is a likely scenario given a 
ruling by a court in favor of vaccination. 

Use Case #3 
A never-vaccinated 4 years 8 months old male who enters the CDC 

schedule at the age of 4 years 8 months. This situation may result when a 
State has revoked rights to philosophical or religious exemptions to that 
state’s vaccination requirements for public school attendance. 

Use Case #4 
A never-vaccinated 7-year old male who enters the CDC schedule at 

the age of 7 years. Like use Case #3, this situation is likely to occur due 
to revocation of rights to exemptions. 

Use Case #5 
A male child vaccinated until three months of age, with vaccination 

re-start following a six-month hiatus. This is situation reflecting one 
possible outcome due to social distancing such as is ongoing due to 
COVID-19. 

Results for female children will track males but the male-based es-
timates will be slightly conservative for females. 
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3. Results 

Compared to the study by McFarland et al. [12], which found that 
infants exposed to the CDC 2019 schedule can be expected to be in 
aluminum toxicity at least 70 % of days up to seven months, our updated 
results which adjust for age-dependent glomerular filtration rates indi-
cate that infants can be expected to be in aluminum whole-body toxicity 
(body burden > PDL) 100 % of days for the first year (Fig. 1). 

As measured by %AlumTox for the overall Catch-Up schedule variant 
comparisons, our results show that the CDC 2019 schedule begun at 
birth and with no delays can be expected to incur the largest amount of 
whole-body chronic aluminum toxicity, with the greatest toxicity 
occurring in the first six months of life. An infant whose vaccination is 
delayed for six months after birth avoids the high-toxicity experienced 
by infants whose schedules were not delayed, but the relative accumu-
lation and clearance curves compared to the %50th tile PDL adjusted for 
glomerular filtration rate shows multiple instances of acute toxicity, 
with peaks between six and eight months exceeding the FDA limit of 850 
μg per vaccine dose, and remaining above the PDL, with intermittent 
high peaks, up until age fifteen months. 

The four %AlumTox curves for the 2019 CDC schedule and the 
various Catch-Up schedules show that the delay in vaccination led to a 
reduction in the percentage of days a child will be in aluminum toxicity 
(from 52 % to 21 %) over the full 800 days (2.2 years) considered 
(Fig. 2). The CDC Low Al Schedule results leads to further reduction (to 
15 % %AlumTox), and the Alternative Catch-Up schedule leads to only 
5% of days in aluminum toxicity. 

The next three use cases delay vaccine exposure to increasingly older 
age and show overall variation in the expected %AlumTox and in the 
differences expected per schedule. Note %AlumTox is decreased overall 
compared to Use Case #1, as expected with older children given body 
weight of child at increasing age and increased kidney function up to 
two years of age. 

Notice differences in Y-axis scaling (%AlumTox) in Figs. 3–5. In-
dividuals beginning vaccination at age 18 months avoid the toxicity 
associated with the 2019 CDC schedule from birth to age 18 months, but 
they can expect increased toxicity due to make-up schedule vs. what an 
18-month old on the 2019 CDC schedule experiences. Individuals aged 4 
years 8 months or above can expect less toxicity (considering the 

Fig. 1. Use Case 1. Expected whole-body accumulation and clearance of 
aluminum hydroxide under the 2019 CDC Schedule, no delay, starting at birth 
(Black), CDC Catch-Up schedule begun at 6 months (Yellow) compared to the 
glomerular filtration rate (GFR)-adjusted PDL (Blue) for the 50th %tile body-
weight, first 800 days of life. Alternative schedules (CDC Catch-Up Low Al 
vaccine options (Green), and our Alternative Catch-Up Schedule (Purple) (For 
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is 
referred to the web version of this article.). 

Fig. 2. Use Case 1 %AlumTox. Al toxicity comparison of CDC 2019 Schedule, 
no delay, begun at birth, (Black) vs. delayed vaccination begun at age 6 months: 
CDC Catch-Up Schedule (Yellow) and the two alternative schedules (CDC 
Catch-Up Low Al (Green) and Alternative Catch-Up Schedule (Purple). Y-axis is 
percent of days with aluminum toxicity (For interpretation of the references to 
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of 
this article.). 

Fig. 3. (A) Use Case #2 AL toxicity comparison of 2019 CDC Schedule, no 
delay, begun at birth (aluminum toxicity from birth to 18 months not shown), 
showing aluminum toxicity from 12 months to 3 years (Black) vs. delayed 
vaccination begun at age 18 months: CDC Catch-Up Schedule (Yellow) and the 
two alternative schedules (CDC Catch-Up Low Al (Green) and Alternative 
Catch-Up Schedule (Purple). (B) %AlumTox for each schedule between age 18 
months and 3.3 years (For interpretation of the references to colour in this 
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.). 
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interrupted time period) than the 2019 CDC Schedule. By age 7 years, 
the onset is expected to have minimal effect with %Alumtox being no 
more than 0.7 % of days. 

Use Case 5 introduces a new consideration—children who have 
begun the CDC schedule but were interrupted for 6 months beginning at 
age 3 months. 

The four values of %AlumTox for the CDC schedule and the various 
Catch-Up schedules show that the six-month interruption in vaccination 
led to an increase in the percentage of days a child will be in aluminum 
toxicity (from 52 % to 56 %) over the full 800 days (2.2 years) if CDC 
Catch-Up schedule followed. (Fig. 6b). The Low Al CDC Schedule results 
leads to a toxicity reduction (to 38 % %AlumTox), and the Alternative 
Catch-Up schedule leads to 7.8 % of days in aluminum toxicity over the 
modeled period of time. 

4. Discussion 

Aluminum is not safe, as has been previously indicated [16,17]. 
While standard pharmacokinetics models presume that plasma clear-
ance reflects low toxicity, numerous studies now point to rapid specific 
tissue localization as problematic, with serum/plasma clearance without 
clearance from the body as a source of concern. The conclusion, there-
fore, of Movsas et al. [16] that the zero net change in plasma-level 
aluminum concentrations in preterm infants before and after vaccina-
tion with no evidence of decreased body burden is not valid; the toxicity 
of aluminum is a concern that involves aluminum:tissue interactions. 

Whole body clearance is relevant for considering aluminum toxicity 
because aluminum effects multiple systems. It clears from the plasma 
very quickly, with a significant amount adhering to tissue, where many 
biomedical researchers and physicians suspect autoimmunity to self- 
antigens is likely to be realized. The rapid plasma clearance has been 
mistaken for evidence of body removal and low toxicity, which is 
incorrect: Movsas et al. [16] measured no change in aluminum plasma 
levels in neonates post-vaccination with no measured excretion in urine, 
pointing to body burden and tissue toxicity as a highly relevant concern. 
Aluminum toxicity involves direct disruption of cellular processes, not 
processes mediated by signals in plasma or blood (e.g. [18,19],). The 
prolonged duration of body burden of aluminum is especially discon-
certing: In a study of rabbits, Flarend et al. [20] found that less than 5% 
of aluminum hydroxide injected had left the body after 28 days. 

Aluminum from vaccines localize to the bone, tying up transferrin 
(Mitkus, 2011), which is essential for localizing dietary iron to bone 
marrow for red blood cell production. Thus, pediatric vaccination with 
aluminum adjuvants may be a concern for anemia. The bone marrow 
itself is also a key locale for the maturation and functioning of the 
human immune system; thus immune-cell cytotoxic effects of localized 
aluminum is a cause for concern. There has been, since 1985, evidence 
that aluminum enters the brain; the localization of the brain is cause for 
concern for neurodevelopment [21]. Non-specific conditions associated 
with aluminum adjuvants include Gulf War Syndrome (Petrik et al. [22]; 
chronic fatigue syndrome [23], and macrophagic myofasciitis [24]. 
Specific neurological effects likely due to aluminum toxicity/sensitivity 
in macrophagic myofascitis include most patients indeed had specific 

Fig. 4. 4a and 4b. Use Case #3 (A) AL toxicity comparison of 2019 CDC 
Schedule, no delay, begun at birth, (aluminum toxicity from birth to age 4 years 
8 months not shown), showing aluminum toxicity from age 4 years 8 months to 
6.6 years (Black) vs. delayed vaccination begun at aged 4 years 8 months. (B) 
CDC Catch-Up Schedule (Yellow) and the two alternative schedules (CDC 
Catch-Up Low Al (Green) and Alternative Catch-Up Schedule (Purple) Fig. 4b 
shows %AlumTox has decreased with age of child (For interpretation of the 
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 
version of this article.). 

Fig. 5. (A) Use Case 4 AL toxicity comparison of 2019 CDC Schedule, no delay, 
begun at birth, (aluminum toxicity from birth to age 7 years not shown), 
showing aluminum toxicity from age 7 to 9 years (Black) vs. delayed vaccina-
tion begun at age 7 years: (B) CDC Catch-Up Schedule (Yellow) and the two 
alternative schedules (CDC Catch-Up Low Al (Green) and Alternative Catch-Up 
Schedule (Purple) Note that no vaccinations are given during this time period 
on the 2019 CDC Schedule. (B) (For interpretation of the references to colour in 
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.). 
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cognitive deficits, including either (a) both impairment of executive 
function and selective attention or (b) significant weakness without 
executive function impairment, well as episodic memory impairment 
affecting verbal, but not visual, memory [25]. Mounting evidence of 
persistence of aluminum with multiple points of toxic impact on immune 
system components provides additional solid ground for concern over 
chronic toxicity [24]. 

Our past analyses [11,12] are cause for heightened concern for in-
dividuals up to two years on the CDC schedule. We had in our previous 
study anticipated that the result of McFarland et al. [12] would be 
conservative; our results now update those results. Here, we have 
explored the expected effects of CDC’s Catch-Up Schedule in comparison 
to other scenarios. It is clear that the younger the patient, the greater the 
concern over aluminum toxicity, given the effect of bodyweight, 
immature kidney function before age 2 years, and the repeated instances 
of acute toxicity. As children age, the %AlumTox is greatly reduced by 
bodyweight. 

Bodyweight dominates the consideration of the effects of delayed 
vaccination and vaccination re-start. Notably, however in Case 2 (age 18 
months start), %AlumTox increases from 5% to over 10 % of days. In 
Case 3 (age 4 years 8 months start), the delayed start under the Catch-Up 
plans eliminates all of the toxicity experienced under the 2019 CDC 
schedule from birth to age four, but increases days in toxicity between 

about ages 4–6 from nearly none to almost 2%. In Case 4 (age 7 years 
start), the delayed start under the Catch-Up plans eliminates all of the Al 
toxicity experienced under the 2019 CDC schedule from birth to age 
seven. There is no aluminum toxicity for children aged 7 and up ex-
pected under the 2019 CDC on-time schedule, and the Catch-Up plans 
lead to less than 0.7 % days in aluminum toxicity. 

Bodyweight and intracorporeal aluminum uptake considerations 
have led to improved understanding of the relative amount of aluminum 
from food, water, formula and breastmilk relative to vaccines over naïve 
expectations. The updated knowledge includes that vaccinated infants 
up to six months of age acquire far more aluminum from vaccines than 
from food, water and anything made with water such as baby formula 
[12][26]. 

One of our results especially indicates a need for an alert on re- 
starting vaccinations. We found that children who begin the 2019 
CDC schedule at birth but whose vaccinations are interrupted early (as 
in Case 5 with six-month delay at three months) can expect more toxicity 
over their first two years of life on the CDC Catch-Up schedule (56 % 
days) than on the 2019 CDC schedule (52 % days). The CDC Catch-Up 
schedule using low-Al containing vaccines lowers aluminum toxicity 
to 38 % of days, and the alternative schedule that uses only one Al 
containing vaccine at a time lowers aluminum toxicity further to 7.8 % 
of days. Pediatricians and public health officials should give this 
particular result due consideration when approaching patients who have 
delayed start or interrupted vaccinations due to social distances. Using 
modeling as we have is possible on a patient-by-patient basis. Such a 
shift in strategy could have a significant reduction in aluminum- 
adjuvant related autoimmune conditions and other conditions that are 
expected from aluminum exposure. 

For all scenarios, it is unknown how the timing of spikes of increased 
toxicity correlating with later rather than earlier stages of immune and 
neurological development may affect type and severity of associated 
adverse events. 

The American Academy of Pediatrics recommends continuation of 
vaccination of young, but not older, children in spite of social distancing. 
Our findings do not support that such a generalization is warranted: due 
to body weight and kidney function, younger children are at higher risk 
of acute and chronic aluminum toxicity compared to older children on 
the 2019 CDC Schedule as well as the CDC Catch-Up plan. The precise 
risk will vary with the body weight, kidney function, and the specific 
past experience of a child with past vaccinations and the duration of the 
hiatus. Our results indicate therefore that older children may be ex-
pected to suffer lower rates of adverse events associated with aluminum 
exposure due to a later start that aligns with higher body weight and 
improved glomerular filtration rate than younger children, but rule out 
neither general toxicity from low-dose exposed nor specific instances of 
severe vaccine adverse events from aluminum in individual older chil-
dren due to other factors such as aluminum allergy. 

Our results also indicate that younger children, given their lower 
body weights and their kidney function not fully developed until two 
years of age, are more likely to experience aluminum toxicity compared 
to their older peers. These considerations assume a body-weight dose- 
dependency on the risk of autoimmunity and other disorders that may be 
expected from injections of aluminum hydroxide, which may vary with 
genetics [12]. Our measure of whole-body aluminum toxicity, %Alum-
Tox, is shown to be a sensitive measure responsive to specific differences 
in the details of individual specific experiences and past lifetime 
exposures. 

5. Limitations 

Our study is limited to the pediatric population and did not consider 
the singular toxicities of newer vaccine adjuvants in adults not found in 
pediatric vaccines, such as M59 adjuvant in the FLUAD vaccine, and 
ASO1 in the SHINGRIX vaccine. It does not consider synergistic toxicity 
between those adjuvants and aluminum, nor between thimerosal doses 

Fig. 6. (A) Use Case 5, Al toxicity birth to 2.2 years. Comparison of 2019 CDC 
Schedule, no delay, begun at birth, (Black) vs. 2019 CDC schedule begun at 
birth, stopped at three months, then restarted six months later at 9 months of 
age, on the CDC Catch-Up Schedule (Yellow) or the two alternative schedules 
(CDC Catch-Up Low Al (Green) and Alternative Catch-Up Schedule (Purple). (B) 
Use Case #5, Al exposure birth to 2.2 years. Comparison of 2019 CDC Schedule, 
no delay, begun at birth, (Black) vs. 2019 CDC schedule begun at birth, stopped 
at three months, then restarted six months later at 9 months of age, on the CDC 
Catch-Up Schedule (Yellow) or the two alternative schedules (CDC Catch-Up 
Low Al (Green) and Alternative Catch-Up Schedule (Purple) (For interpreta-
tion of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the 
web version of this article.). 
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from multi-dose influenza vaccines and aluminum, and it does not 
specifically model individual risk that might vary with genetics. 

6. Conclusion 

Parents and pediatricians may reasonably reduce the risk of 
aluminum toxicity in younger children by exploring the use of low- 
aluminum vaccines, or by spacing aluminum-containing vaccines out 
across office visits (contrary to CDC’s Catch-Up Schedule). Parents and 
pediatricians charged with healthcare considerations for infants for 
whom vaccinations have paused because of Covid-19 should exercise 
caution and perform due diligence by conducting estimates of whole- 
body burden aluminum toxicity at vaccination re-start. These consid-
erations should include spacing out aluminum-adjuvant containing 
vaccines and adopting non-aluminum containing vaccine options 
whenever available. 
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